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Weight    800 g
 

Meets standards   EN 12941*
 
Airflow    150 l/min*
 

Low flow indicator   yes *
 

Running time per charge  > 8 hours*
  

Battery life (charge cycles)  app. 500 cycles*
 
Battery pack    3 x 3.7V Lithium-Ion*

Low battery indicator  yes *
 

 

Intelligent fast charger  yes*
 
Charging time flat battery  4 hours*
 
 

(* also applies to the KITE welding airhood)

 
 
Weight    975 g
 
Meets standards   EN 166, EN 169, EN 170,   
     EN 175
  

Inner visor    Shade 1,7. 
     Other shades on request
 

Flip up visor    Shade 8. 
     Other shades on request
 

Mask visor    Mechanical strength B 
     (medium impact)
 

Flip up visor    Mechanical strength S 
     (Increased robustness)

KITE Welding Airhood

KITE Airhood
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safety products

KITE airhood
KITE welding airhood      
   

KITE

KITE

POWERED RESPIRATORS

Powered Respirators



KITE Airhood
The revolution in respiratory protection

1 | Filter   5 | Disposable visor & clamp
2 | Motor unit  6 | Visor
3 | Comfort pads  7 | Headband
4 | Visor clamp  8 | Face seal

1 | Filter   5 | Disposable visor & clamp
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KITE is an innovative, new respiratory protection concept. The motor unit  is equipped with a filter, battery 
and fan, that creates a cool and clean flow of air monitored by an electronic controller. The motor unit 
attaches to the visor with a quick connection clip. Donning KITE and switching this ultra-lightweight unit on, 
the wearer is provided with a clean, cool flow of air. 

Due to the over-pressure sustained by the extremely efficient  face-seal around the visor, a high level of 
protection is achieved. KITE is extremely easy to fit and comfortable to wear. 

With the very low filter resistance combined with light weight of the unit the operative can wear the KITE for 
longer periods in an aggressive working environment making it a very cost effective choice. 
The intelligent KITE-software will warn the user when the filter needs to be changed and the battery to be 
re-charged. 

safety products

Spring-loaded visor overlay clips: 

The overlay sheet sit tight on the visor.
Easy to pull off the sheets one by one during operation.

Soft elastic face seal:

Ensures a constant over pressure for increased safety.
Extremely soft on the skin.
Helps absorb moisture for increased comfort.

Comfort pads:

Comfortable and soft pads around and on top of the head.
Takes up sweat for increased comfort.
Avoids pressure points.
 

Hinged headband

Easy donning: Just lift the headband.
Then flip down and adjust to head size.
To remove, just lift up the headband and take of your head

Extremely low weight and balance

Weight only 800 grams.
Perfect fit on the head.
Increased wearer comfort during moving and working.

Electronic control system

Controls airflow and warns for low airflow due to low                      
battery or clogged filter by audible warning signal.
Constant airflow increases comfort.
Running time of battery is 8 hours.

KITE


